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BEGINNER UNIT 12 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 130



Beginner Unit 12 (18 activity (ies) 01:35:00) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good morning, Office Supplies. 2 2 2



Good morning, my name is Mr. Montana. This is Mario Montana speaking. Hello, I'm Mario Montana.



2



How can I help you, sir? I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today. Unfortunately, I must cancel my meeting with your CEO today. Sorry, I must cancel my appointment with your CEO today.



3



No problem.



3



No problem.



3



No problem.



3



Would you like to reschedule? 4 4 4



Yes, I would like to reschedule. Certainly, I would. I would.



4



Can you come on January the 8th in the afternoon? No, I can't. Unfortunately, I cannot come on the 8th. Sorry, I don't have enough time in January.
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No problem. No problem. No problem.



5 5 5
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5



Are you free on February the 15th? 6 6 6



Yes, I am. February the 15th is good for me. I am free on February the 15th.



6



What time would you like to come? Is 9:30 a.m. early enough for the CEO? At half past nine in the morning. How about quarter to 1 in the afternoon?



7



Sorry, that's too early. Sorry, 9:30 a.m. is too early. Sorry, 12:45 p.m. is too early.



Is 1:15 p.m. too late for you, sir? 1:15 p.m. is not too late for me. No, it isn't. A quarter after 1 in the afternoon is fine.



8



7 7 7



8 8 8



Do you want the CEO to confirm the meeting by telephone? Yes, I want him to confirm the meeting by phone. I do, yes. That is a good idea.



Fine. Goodbye. Fine. Goodbye. Fine. Goodbye.



Word Pronunciation [13 word(s)] appointment to cancel to confirm CEO (Chief Executive Officer) early enough how about in the afternoon in the morning late meeting to reschedule time



Sentence Pronunciation [24 sentence(s)] Good morning, my name is Mr. Montana. This is Mario Montana speaking. Hello, I'm Mario Montana. I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today.
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Unfortunately, I must cancel my meeting with your CEO today. Sorry, I must cancel my appointment with your CEO today. Yes, I would like to reschedule. Certainly, I would. I would. No, I can't. Unfortunately, I cannot come on the 8th. Sorry, I don't have enough time in January. Yes, I am. February the 15th is good for me. I am free on February the 15th. Is 9:30 a.m. early enough for the CEO? At half past nine in the morning. How about quarter to 1 in the afternoon? 1:15 p.m. is not too late for me. No, it isn't. A quarter after 1 in the afternoon is fine. Yes, I want him to confirm the meeting by phone. I do, yes. That is a good idea.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'Must' - 'Have to'
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Verb + infinitive clause
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Placement of 'enough'



Grammar Practice [9 exercises] 1



Write in full as in the example. Example: 9:30 a.m.



half past nine in the morning



3:30 p.m.



half past three in the afternoon half past 3 in the afternoon



10:30 a.m.



half past ten in the morning half past 10 in the morning



4:30 a.m.



half past four in the morning half past 4 in the morning



1:30 p.m.



half past one in the afternoon half past 1 in the afternoon



1:30 a.m.



half past one in the morning half past 1 in the morning



2:30 p.m.



half past two in the afternoon half past 2 in the afternoon



Time
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2



Write in full as in the example. Example: 1:15 p.m.



quarter after one in the afternoon



4:15 p.m.



quarter after four in the afternoon a quarter after four in the afternoon quarter after 4 in the afternoon a quarter after 4 in the afternoon quarter past four in the afternoon a quarter past four in the afternoon quarter past 4 in the afternoon a quarter past 4 in the afternoon



8:45 a.m.



quarter to nine in the morning a quarter to nine in the morning quarter to 9 in the morning a quarter to 9 in the morning



2:15 p.m.



quarter after two in the afternoon a quarter after two in the afternoon quarter after 2 in the afternoon a quarter after 2 in the afternoon quarter past two in the afternoon a quarter past two in the afternoon quarter past 2 in the afternoon a quarter past 2 in the afternoon



6:45 a.m.



quarter to seven in the morning a quarter to seven in the morning quarter to 7 in the morning a quarter to 7 in the morning



4:45 p.m.



quarter to five in the afternoon a quarter to five in the afternoon quarter to 5 in the afternoon a quarter to 5 in the afternoon



7:15 a.m.



quarter after seven in the morning a quarter after seven in the morning quarter after 7 in the morning a quarter after 7 in the morning quarter past seven in the morning a quarter past seven in the morning quarter past 7 in the morning a quarter past 7 in the morning



Time
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: half past nine in the morning



9:30 a.m.



half past two in the afternoon



2:30 p.m.



half past three in the morning



3:30 a.m.



half past four in the afternoon



4:30 p.m.



half past twelve in the afternoon



12:30 p.m.



half past five in the morning



5:30 a.m.



half past eight in the morning



8:30 a.m.



Time



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: quarter to 1 in the afternoon



12: 45 p.m.



quarter after one in the morning



1:15 a.m.



quarter to five in the afternoon



4:45 p.m.



quarter after eight in the morning



8:15 a.m.



quarter to seven in the morning



6:45 a.m.



quarter after three in the afternoon



3:15 p.m.



quarter to one in the afternoon



12:45 p.m.



Time



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (must / to need) cancel



I must cancel



you (must / to need) to reschedule



you need to reschedule



he (must / to need) come



he must come



she (must / to need) be early



she must be early



it (must / to need) to be early



it needs to be early



we (must / to need) be free



we must be free



they (must / to need) to cancel



they need to cancel



'Must' - 'Have to'
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (must / to want) to cancel



I want to cancel



you (must / to want) to help



you want to help



he (must / to want) confirm



he must confirm



she (must / to want) to be late



she wants to be late



it (must / to want) to come



it wants to come



we (must / to want) to cancel



we want to cancel



they (must / to want) come



they must come



Verb + infinitive clause



7



'Must' - 'Have to'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I have time (enough)



I have enough time



you have appointments (enough)



you have enough appointments



he doesn't have telephones (enough)



he doesn't have enough telephones he does not have enough telephones



she has money (enough)



she has enough money



the CEO has problems (enough)



the CEO has enough problems



we have meetings (enough)



we have enough meetings



they don't have people (enough)



they don't have enough people they do not have enough people



Placement of 'enough'
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: the CEO is early (enough)



the CEO is early enough



you are good (enough)



you are good enough you're good enough



he's not sorry (enough)



he's not sorry enough he is not sorry enough



a quarter to one is early for me (enough)



a quarter to one is early enough for me a quarter to one's early enough for me



Is January soon? (enough)



Is January soon enough? is January soon enough



February is late (enough)



February is late enough



Is this afternoon soon for you? (enough)



Is this afternoon soon enough for you? is this afternoon soon enough for you



Placement of 'enough'



9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: money (enough)



enough money



time (enough)



enough time



late (enough)



late enough



early (enough)



early enough



salesmen (enough)



enough salesmen



dollars (enough)



enough dollars



soon (enough)



soon enough



Placement of 'enough'



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 half past nine quarter to nine a quarter after nine nine o'clock
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2 a quarter after one quarter to one half past one one o'clock



3 a quarter to one quarter after one half past one one o'clock



Sentence Practice [12 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Would you like to reschedule? (yes)



Yes, I would.



Would you like to cancel your appointment? (yes)



Yes, I would. Yes, we would.



Would you like to come on January the 15th? (yes)



Yes, I would. Yes, we would.



Would you like the CEO to confirm the meeting by phone? (yes)



Yes, I would. Yes, we would.



Tags - Short answers
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Would he like to reschedule? (no)



No, he wouldn't.



Would she like to cancel the appointment? (no)



No, she wouldn't. No, she would not.



Would they like to come on February the 8th? (no)



No, they wouldn't. No, they would not.



Would he like the CEO to confirm the meeting by phone? (no)



No, he wouldn't. No, he would not.



Tags - Short answers



3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Can you come on January the 8th in the afternoon? (no)



No, I can't.



Can you confirm the appointment by phone? (no)



No, I can't. No, I cannot. No, we can't. No, we cannot.



Can you cancel the meeting today? (no)



No, I can't. No, I cannot. No, we can't. No, we cannot.



Can you reschedule the appointment? (no)



No, I can't. No, I cannot. No, we can't. No, we cannot.



Tags - Short answers
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Answer the question as in the example. Example: Can he cancel the meeting with the CEO today? (yes)



Yes, he can.



Can she come in the afternoon? (yes)



Yes, she can.



Can they come at 9:30 a.m.? (yes)



Yes, they can.



Can he come soon? (yes)



Yes, he can.



Tags - Short answers



5



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Are you free on February the 15th? (yes)



Yes, I am.



Are you free at 12:45 p.m.? (yes)



Yes, I am. Yes, we are.



Are you the CEO? (yes)



Yes, I am.



Are you free in January? (yes)



Yes, I am. Yes, we are.



Tags - Short answers



6



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is he free on February the 20th? (no)



No, he isn't.



Is 1:15 p.m. too late for you, sir? (no)



No, it isn't. No, it is not.



Is she the CEO? (no)



No, she isn't. No, she is not.



Is quarter to one too early for you, sir? (no)



No, it isn't. No, it is not.



Tags - Short answers
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Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you want the CEO to confirm the meeting by telephone? (yes)



Yes, I do.



Do you want to cancel the appointment? (yes)



Yes, I do. Yes, we do.



Do you want to come at a quarter to one? (yes)



Yes, I do. Yes, we do.



Do you want to reschedule? (yes)



Yes, I do. Yes, we do.



Tags - Short answers



8



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Does she want the CEO to confirm the meeting by telephone? (no)



No, she doesn't.



Does he want to cancel the meeting today? (no)



No, he doesn't. No, he does not.



Do they want to come in the morning? (no)



No, they don't. No, they do not.



Does she want to come on January the 27th? (no)



No, she doesn't. No, she does not.



Tags - Short answers
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: Unfortunately, I (must) cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



Unfortunately, I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



You (must) reschedule the appointment.



You need to reschedule the appointment.



He (must) come early in the afternoon.



He needs to come early in the afternoon.



She (must) confirm the meeting by phone.



She needs to confirm the meeting by phone.



Verb + infinitive clause



10



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Unfortunately, I (must) cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



11



Unfortunately, I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



It (must) be free at 2:15 p.m.



It needs to be free at 2:15 p.m. It needs to be free at two fifteen p.m.



We (must) come in February.



We need to come in February.



They (must) reschedule their appointment.



They need to reschedule their appointment.



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I'm sorry, but I (must / to need) to cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



You (must / to need) come late in the morning.



You must come late in the morning.



They (must / to need) to confirm their meeting with the CEO by phone.



They need to confirm their meeting with the CEO by phone.



She (must / to need) reschedule her appointment.



She must reschedule her appointment.



'Must' - 'Have to'
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: I'm sorry, but I (must / to need) to cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today.



He (must / to need) be free at quarter to ten today.



He must be free at quarter to ten today. He must be free at quarter to 10 today.



We (must / to need) to help her.



We need to help her.



It (must / to need) to be late in the afternoon.



It needs to be late in the afternoon.



'Must' - 'Have to'



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Are you free on February the 15th? Yes, I am. is be Tags - Short answers



2



Unfortunately, I must cancel my meeting with your CEO. need have 'Must' - 'Have to' Modal auxiliaries



3



I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today. must can



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. afternoon early



morning late



Word Pronunciation [15 word(s)] please to invite to invite sb over to ask date to look forward to sth
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meeting to wait for sb to make party to have a party birthday party cocktail party to have a drink to have fun



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of 'both'



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello. I'm Mrs. Tina Catona from Catona Computers. Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona?



2



2 2 2



I would like to speak to Mr. Ryan, the Vice President. 3 3



Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you?
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No, I don't have an appointment. O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please.



4



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



4 4 4



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today? Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today.



5



5 5 5



He's very busy. Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now.



6



Is Mr. Ryan free now? Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now.



7



6 6 6



Great. Great. Great.



7 7 7



Is his office on the left of the corridor? 8 8 8



On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left.



8



Thank you. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure.
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 an office a corridor a meeting a computer a vice president



2 a meeting a corridor a seat a computer a vice president



3 a corridor a meeting a computer a vice president an appointment



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. busy left



free right



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Is he expecting you? Are Am The verb 'to be' Questions without interrogative words
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Is Mr. Ryan free now? Are Am The verb 'to be' Questions without interrogative words



3



He is speaking to clients now. are am The verb 'to be' The present continuous



Word Pronunciation [13 word(s)] a lot of busy customer to expect room seat to take to talk today vice president welcome work you're welcome



Sentence Pronunciation [23 sentence(s)] Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona? Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you? O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please. Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today. Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now. Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now. On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure.
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello. I'm Mrs. Tina Catona from Catona Computers. Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona?



2



2 2 2



I would like to speak to Mr. Ryan, the Vice President. Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you?



3



No, I don't have an appointment. O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please.



4



3 3



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



4 4 4



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today? Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today.



5



5 5 5



He's very busy. Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now.



6



6 6 6



Is Mr. Ryan free now? Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now.
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Great. Great. Great.



7 7 7
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Is his office on the left of the corridor? 8 8 8



On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left.



8



Thank you. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure.
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